Nanoscale Forces during Confined Cell Migration.
In vivo, immune cells migrate through a wide variety of tissues, including confined and constricting environments. Deciphering how cells apply forces when infiltrating narrow areas is a critical issue that requires innovative experimental procedures. To reveal the distribution and dynamics of the forces of cells migrating in confined environments, we designed a device combining microchannels of controlled dimensions with integrated deformable micropillars serving as sensors of nanoscale subcellular forces. First, a specific process composed of two steps of photolithography and dry etching was tuned to obtain micrometric pillars of controlled stiffness and dimensions inside microchannels. Second, an image-analysis workflow was developed to automatically evaluate the amplitude and direction of the forces applied on the micropillars by migrating cells. Using this workflow, we show that this microdevice is a sensor of forces with a limit of detection down to 64 pN. Third, by recording pillar movements during the migration of macrophages inside the confining microchannels, we reveal that macrophages bent the pillars with typical forces of 0.3 nN and applied higher forces at the cell edges than around their nuclei. When the degree of confinement was increased, we found that forces were redirected from inward to outward. By providing a microdevice that allows the analysis of force direction and force magnitude developed by confined cells, our work paves the way for investigating the mechanical behavior of cells migrating though 3D constricted environments.